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Abstract 
 

Routing in mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) is an extremely challenging issue due 

to the features of MWSNs. In this paper, we present a novel bio-inspired trusted routing 

protocol (B-iTRP) based on artificial immune system (AIS), ant colony optimization (ACO) 

and Physarum optimization (PO). For trust mechanism, B-iTRP monitors neighbors’ behavior 

in real time and then assesses neighbors’ trusts based on AIS. For routing strategy, each node 

proactively finds routes to the Sink based on ACO. When a backward ant is on the way to 

return source, it senses the energy residual and trust value of each node on the discovered route, 

and calculates the link trust and link energy of the route. Moreover, B-iTRP also assesses the 

availability of route based on PO to maintain the route table. Simulation results show how 

B-iTRP can achieve the effective performance compared to existing state-of-the-art 

algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) are autonomous wireless communication 

networks and ideal candidates for applications to report detected events of interest, such as 

military surveillance and forest fire [1]. Due to the features of MWSNs, e.g. sensor nodes’ 

mobility and failures, limited bandwidth and power energy, routing algorithms need to handle 

dynamical changes of network topology, extra overhead, energy saving and other 

requirements. Therefore, routing in MWSNs is an extremely interesting and challenging issue, 

where two questions are needed to be considered mainly. 

The first question is how to guarantee the trust of the multi-hop route. Traditional MWSNs 

routing protocols assume that all sensor nodes work in a benevolent manner which may render 

the MWSNs vulnerable to malicious attacks in case of the presence of selfish and malicious 

nodes. Routing protocols, data, battery power and bandwidth are the common targets of these 

attacks. Scientific researches prove that forward selfish behavior will affect seriously the 

network performance—just only a small number of selfish nodes (10%-40%) will lead to a 

significant decrease (16%-32%) of network performance [2]. Since the safety of multi-hop 

communication depends on the reliability of nodes on the route to destination primarily, it is 

important for routing protocols to know the reliability of the nodes forming the routes. The 

other question is how to guarantee the energy and efficiency of the multi-hop routes since both 

are important to prolong lifetime of MWSNs. Generally, there is a tradeoff between routing 

efficiency and energy equilibrium for MWSNs. The appropriate strategy for the tradeoff will 

prolong lifetime of MWSNs greatly. Therefore, trust, energy and efficiency are the significant 

features for routing in MWSNs. 

Recently years, a great number of research results on the trust, energy and efficiency of 

routing protocols have been proposed. In order to solve the trust of routing protocol, many 

techniques (e.g. trust value, detection, cryptography and data hiding) are proposed based on 

different applications [1-7]. The measures of efficiency and energy are a pair of conflicting 

indexes and their tradeoff is needed in most cases, where some methods (e.g. location-aware, 

energy-aware, energy harvesting and their combination) are discussed [8-14]. In addition, 

bio-inspired methods [15, 17-23] have been shown to be a good technique for solving the 

problems regardless of trust, efficiency and energy of routing protocols. 

In this paper, we propose a novel bio-inspired trusted routing protocol (B-iTRP) in 

comprehensive thought of trust, energy and efficiency. B-iTRP consists of trust mechanism 

and routing strategy. For trust mechanism, B-iTRP assesses nodes’ trust value based on 

artificial immune system (AIS) through monitoring nodes’ behavior in real time. For routing 

strategy, B-iTRP proactively finds routes to the Sink based on ant colony optimization (ACO) 

by introducing cross-layer [25], assesses the discovered routes based on Physarum 

optimization (PO), and optimizes the local routes during the course of communication session. 

The main contributions of our B-iTRP lie in: 

 Introducing AIS into B-iTRP to assess the trust of neighbors which is an important 

parameter for trusted routing strategy. 

 Improving ACO by introducing cross-layer to sense the link energy and link trust 

during the course of path-finding. 

 Combing PO with MWSNs to assess the discovered route and optimize the local 

routing during the course of communication session. 
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 In fact, B-iTRP is devoted to combing the advantages of AIS, ACO and PO (i.e. abnormal 

behavior recognition of AIS, path-finding of ACO and path-optimization of PO) to improve 

the routing performance, which is verified by simulation results. The rest of this paper is 

organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of related work. Section 3 presents an 

overview for the B-iTRP system. Section 4 details the B-iTRP protocol. Section 5 evaluates 

our B-iTRP by simulations. Finally, the conclusion is presented in section 6. 

2. Related Work 

Trust is a significant index for WSNs’ routing and has been considered by some researchers. 

Bao et al. [3] propose a highly scalable trust-based geographic routing protocol (TGRP) for 

WSNs to effectively deal with selfish or malicious nodes. Zhan et al. [1] design and implement 

the TARF, a robust trust-aware routing framework for dynamic WSNs, which provides 

trustworthy and energy-efficient routes. Xia et al. [4] present a dynamic trust prediction model 

to evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes based on the nodes’ historical behaviors, as well as the 

future behaviors via extended fuzzy logic rules prediction. Some researchers use AIS to solve 

trust problem in wireless networks [5], where the researches are centered on four major AIS 

algorithms—negative selection algorithms, artificial immune networks, clonal selection 

algorithms, and danger theory and dendritic cell algorithms. Dal et al. [6] apply AIS along 

with genetic algorithm to develop an intrusion detection system, which can acquire reliable, 

robust and quick responding for intrusion attack. Yang et al. [7] propose a collaborative RFID 

intrusion detection method based on AIS, which can enhance the trust of RFID systems 

without need to amend the existing technical standards of RFID and achieve the detection rate 

98% and 93% on known and unknown types of attacks, respectively. Based on those 

researches, it will become a new focus for assessing mobile nodes trust using AIS. 

Energy and efficiency are two important parameters for routing protocol in MWSNs. Rao et 

al. [8] present a battery aware distributed clustering and routing protocol which incorporates 

the state of the battery’s remaining charge and health parameters in computing the charge 

utility metric at each cluster formation round. By allowing the battery to rest for certain 

duration, without being subjected to heavy loads, Chau et al. [9] consider a portion of the lost 

charge can be recovered due to the battery’s recovery effect and present a battery model. Yang 

et al. [10] propose sleeping multi-path routing, which selects the minimum number of disjoint 

paths to achieve the trade-off of given reliability requirement and energy efficiency. Kuhn et 

al. [11] utilize face (or perimeter) routing to go around voids in the topology. Trajcevski et al. 

[12] present heuristic approaches to relieve some of the routing load of the boundary nodes of 

energy holes in location-aware WSNs. The approaches propose some of the routes that would 

otherwise need to bypass the hole along the boundary, should start to deviate from their 

original path further from the hole instead. Chen et al. [13] present a method to enhance the 

efficiency of gathering sensor data based on a quadrotor-based mobile Sink. The method can 

get perfect transmission delay and packet loss rate by constraining the features of the mobile 

Sink, e.g. trajectory, velocity, and height. Therefore, the tradeoff of some features is 

researched by many researchers recently [10, 14], and how to balance the energy and 

efficiency for MWSNs routing should be considered further. 

Bio-inspired methods have gained widely attentions by researchers for their advantages to 

solve path-finding, path-optimization and abnormal behavior recognition problems. Günes et 

al. [15] present an on-demand routing algorithm ARA based on ACO meta heuristic and 

AODV [16]. Caro et al. [17] propose a hybrid routing algorithm AntHocNet, where artificial 

ants reactively set up multiple routes on demand and proactively test existing paths and 
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explore new paths during the course of communication session. Wang et al. [18] present a 

hybrid routing algorithm HOPNET based on ACO, where each node sends out forward ants to 

proactively maintain its zone route table as well as reactively finding routes to destinations 

beyond its zone. Nakagaki et al. [19] build a maze, cover it with pieces of Physarum and then 

feed the Physarum with oatmeal at two locations. A few hours later, the Physarum retracts to a 

single tube that follows the shortest path connecting the food sources in the maze. Tero et al. 

[20] propose a mathematical model for the adaptive behavior of Physarum. Li et al. [21] 

present a routing protocol for wireless sensor networks based on PO. We study the foraging 

rule of Physarum and present a Physarum-inspired routing protocol for WSNs [22-23]. 

In this paper, we integrate the advantages of AIS, ACO and PO to design a trusted routing 

protocol based on our prior works [22-25], i.e. B-TRP recognizes neighbors’ behavior based 

on AIS to assess their trusts, finds paths to the Sink based on ACO, assesses the discovered 

routes based on PO to maintain the route table. 

3. B-iTRP System Design Overview 

This paper considers large multi-hop MWSNs whose nodes are distributed randomly in a 

two-dimensional space. We assume that 1) each node has a single channel, 2) the interference 

range R   is equal to the transmission range, 3) all communication links are bidirectional, and 

4) each node is aware of its own energy residue. An example of MWSNs’ topology is shown in 

Fig. 1.  
 

Sink

R

s
j

ia
b

 
Fig. 1. An example of MWSNs’ topology 

 

Based on the assumptions, Fig. 2 illustrates the design of the proposed B-iTRP architecture 

which consists of trust assessment and routing strategy. 

For trust assessment, each node monitors its neighbors’ behavior in real time to get the 

behavior characterization (antigen gene) and the result (antigen assessment) caused by the 

behavior. Based on the behavior characterization and antibody base, B-iTRP assesses trusts of 

neighbors using AIS, i.e. the trust of corresponding neighbor is added by a different positive, 

negative or zero value according to the behavior’s weight saved in antibody base. In addition, 

antibody achieves its own evolution according to the behavior result. What is more, the 

corresponding antibody generated by a new behavior will be inserted in antibody base. In most 

cases, the trust consists of two sections—direct trust and indirect trust. Because of 

considerable traffic load and computing cost, this paper only considers the direct trust. 
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For routing strategy, ACO and PO are used to find and assess routes, respectively. Each 

node s  sends periodically forward ants to find routes to the Sink, where the cross-layer 

perception [25] is introduced to support route selection. When an ant hops from node i  to 

node j  on the way to source, it firstly senses its own energy residual and the trust value with 

respect to node i . Then, B-iTRP assesses the trust, energy and availability of route 

, , ,j i Sink . If the availability value of the route is less than a specific threshold 
,A Lower

TH , 

B-iTRP kills the backward ant and discards the route. Otherwise, the route is inserted in the 

proper position of the route table of node j  according to the availability value. If the 

availability value of the route is larger than a specific threshold 
,A Upper

TH , B-iTRP sets a flag at 

node j  for a certain time to optimize local route when data packets are passing by node j . 

The process is repeated until the backward ant reaches source. When route failures happen, 

route maintenance is triggered to recover the route rapidly. 
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Fig. 2. B-iTRP architecture 

4. B-iTRP Protocol 

4.1 Trust in B-iTRP 

In this section, we propose the trust assessment mechanism based on AIS, which is a very 

important part of B-iTRP. 

4.1.1 Basic Description of AIS 

In immunology, antigen is a material which can stimulate organism to produce immune 

response. In MWSNs, we define antigen is nodes’ behaviors (e.g. forwarding, retransmitting 

and generating packets.), and antigen gene is nodes’ behavior characterization. The set of 

antigens is { |  is node's behavior in MWSNs}Ag x x , where antigen may be legal, illegal 

or uncertain behavior. The set of antigen genes is { | ( ), }AgG y y x x Ag    , where ( )   

is a processes of antigen presenting (AgP).  

In immunology, AgP is the core component of immune response. It processes antigens to 

make them can be recognized by immunocompetent cell. In MWSNs, we define AgP is two 
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processes ( )   and ( )   which can draw antigen gene (behavior characterization) and 

obtain antigen assessment (behavior result), respectively.  

In immunology, antibody is a kind of protein which is used to recognize and neutralize 

foreign substance, e.g. bacteria and virus. In MWSNs, we define antibody is a kind of virtual 

substance which can recognize node’s behaviors. The set of antibodies is expressed as 

{ , , , | , ( , , ) }Ab gene age count weight gene AgG age count weigh t N     , where gene  

is antigen gene, age  is the age of antibody, count  is the times that the antibody has matched 

antigens, weight  is the weight of antibody. Particularly, we give a partition of set Ab  is 

{ , , }Self NonSelf Doubt , where the elements of Self  match legal behaviors, the elements of 

NonSelf  match illegal behaviors, and the elements of Doubt  match uncertain behaviors. 

Finally, we define function ( , )f    to match antibody x Ab  and antigen y Ag as 

. , if . ( )

   0,           otherwise  
( , )

x weight x gene y
f x y

 



                                                (1) 

where .  is an operator and .x weight  denotes the fourth element (i.e. weight ) of x . 

4.1.2 Antigen Presenting 

In B-iTRP, each node monitors its neighbors’ behaviors in real time to get corresponding 

information. Based on this, AgP is achieved through two processes  ( )   and ( )  . 

( )   can draw antigen gene, which is easy to be achieved by normative description of 

antigen, e.g. ( )y x  , where ,x Ag y AgG  . That is to say, ( )   is used to recognize 

neighbors’ behaviors. For giving a neighbor id  and its behavior, ( )   can output the 

characterization (also called gene ) of the behavior. Thus, we can get a two-tuples ,id gene   

by ( )  , where id  is the neighbor’s address and gene  is the behavior characterization. 

Analyzing node’s behaviors can show whether the node is selfish, acting like a black hole, 

carrying out a modification or fabrication attack, inducing latency delays by delaying the 

retransmission of the packet, etc. Thus, once obtaining a group of complete statistical 

information by monitoring, ( )   analyzes the obtained information to endow different 

behaviors with different weights. If the behavior is legal, the weight is positive, and the larger 

the weight is, the more trusted the behavior is. If the behavior is illegal, the weight is negative, 

and the larger the absolute value of the weight is, the more untrusted the behavior is. If the 

behavior is uncertain, the weight is zero. 

Therefore, ( )   can acquire the assessment of an antigen, e.g. ( ), ,y x x Ag y N    . That 

is to say, ( )   is used to assess neighbors’ behaviors. For giving a gene , ( )   can output the 

assessment weight  of the antigen. Thus, we can get a two-tuples ,gene weight   by ( )  , 

where gene  is the gene of antigen and weight  is the evaluating value of the antigen. 

4.1.3 Birth and Death Process of Antibody 

B-iTRP deals with the variation of antibody set periodically. We assume that the period is 1 

and the original status is  
1 2

{ , , , }
n

a a a , , 1, 2, ,Ab i n
i

a   . 

From 1t  to t , the new increased antigen genes are shown as 

{ ( )| , , ( , ) 0}1
t y y Ag x Ab f x yk k kk tnew

AgG       
, where 

k
y  denotes the new antigens which 
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emerge at time k . Accordingly, { , 0,1, | , }g w g AgG w N
new ini new ini

Ab      , where 
ini

w  

is a constant and denotes the initial weight of antibody genes. 

At time t , B-iTRP will kill the antibodies which are shown as 

{ | . lifecycle, . }x x age x count TH
dead match

Ab    , where TH
match

 is a constant. Then, B-iTRP 

adds 1 to field age  for each element in Ab . 

Thus, B-iTRP gets the new Ab  as 

           { , , , },          0  
1 2

   ,   1  1

a a a tn

t Ab Ab Ab tt new dead
Ab

 


   

                                              (2) 

4.1.4 Antibody Evolution 

A node monitors its neighbors’ behavior in real time. Once the node captures a group of 

complete statistical information, the information is processed by ( )   to output a two-tuples 

,gene weight  . Then, B-iTRP will trigger an antibody evolution, where gene  is the gene 

of antigen and weight  is the assessment of the antigen. Taking node k  for example, its 

antibody evolution is illustrated as follows.  

Once the antibody evolution receives a message ,gene weight   from ( )  , it will check 

each element in antibody set Ab  of node k . If there is a element whose field gene  matches 

the field gene  of the message ,gene weight  , the algorithm updates the field weight  of 

the antibody and puts the antibody into different subsets according to its field weight . If there 

is no element whose field gene  matches the field gene  of the message ,gene weight  , 

the algorithm considers the antibody has not been added in antibody set Ab , and then does 

nothing. The pseudo code description of the process is shown as Algorithm 1, where 0
w , 

,W Lower
TH , 

,W Upper
TH  are constants. 

 

Algorithm 1: Antibody evolution 

1: receiving an item ,gene weight   from AgP; 

2: for each i Ab  do 

3: if ( .i gene gene ) 

4: if ( ! 0weight  ) 

5: . .i weight i weight weight  ; 

6: else 

7: 0
. .i weight i weight w  ; 

8: find TRUE ; 

9: break; 

10: end if 

11: end for 

12: if (find) 

13: if ( ,. ( , )W Loweri weight TH  ) 
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14: put i  into NonSelf ; 

15: else if ( ,. ( , )W Upperi weight TH  ) 

16: put i  into Self ; 

17: else 

18: put i  into Doubt ; 

19: end if 

 

4.1.5 Trust Assessment 

A node monitors its neighbors’ behavior in real time. Once the node captures a behavior of one 

neighbor, the behavior is processed by ( )   to output a two-tuples ,id gene  . Then, trust 

assessment will be triggered by B-iTRP to maintain the trust table, where id  is the address of 

the assessed neighbor and gene  is the gene of the antigen. Taking node k  for example, its 

trust assessment is illustrated as follows. 

Once the trust assessment receives a message ,id gene   from ( )  , firstly, it checks each 

element in antibody set Ab  of node k . If there is a element j  whose field gene  matches the 

field gene  of the message ,id gene  , the algorithm will get a value weight  and add 1 to the 

field count  of element j . If there is no element whose field gene  matches the field gene  of 

the message ,id gene  , the algorithm sets the value weight  a constant 
ini

w . Then, the 

algorithm checks each element in trust table of node k . If there is a element j  whose field id  

matches the field id  of the message ,id gene  , the algorithm will add the value weight  to the 

field value  of element j . If there is no element whose field id  matches the field id  of the 

message ,id gene  , the algorithm will add a new record ,
ini

id Value   to the trust table. The 

pseudo code description of the process is shown as Algorithm 2, where 
ini

w  and Value
ini

 are 

constants. 
 

Algorithm 2: Trust assessment 

1: receiving an item ,id gene   from AgP; 

2: for each i Ab  do 

3: if ( .i gene gene ) 

4: .weight i weight  

5: .i count   ; 

6: else 

7: iniweight w ; 

8: end for 

9: for each i  in trust table do 

10: if ( .i id id ) 

11: . .i value i value weight   

12: find TRUE ; 

13: end if 
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14: end for 

15: if (!find) 

16: add ,
ini

id Value   to trust table; 

17: end if 

 

4.2 Routing in B-iTRP 

The routing strategy of B-iTRP consists of route discovery, route assessment, route 

optimization and route maintenance. The route discovery is achieved based on ACO and route 

assessment is obtained based on PO. 

4.2.1 Data Structures in B-iTRP 

There are mainly three kinds of data structures in B-iTRP—ant structure, route table (RTab) 

and trust table. The ant structure is a seven-tuple , _ , , ,Source Sequence No Type Hops  

, _ , _Path Link Trust Link Energy  . Source  field stores the source address. _Sequence No  

field stores the sequence number tagged to each ant. Source node generates incrementally a 

_Sequence No  each time forward ant is sent out. Type  field indicates the ants’ type. There are 

four types of ants: the first is lazy forward ant (LFA) which will get back when it reaches a 

node with a route to the Sink; the second is diligent forward ant (DFA) which will get back 

only when it reaches the Sink; the third is backward ant (BA) used for returning routes to 

source; the last is notification ant used for sending notification to other nodes. Hops  field 

indicates the number of hops that one ant can move for forward ants and stores the hops of a 

route for backward ants. Path  field stores the sequence of nodes from source to the Sink. 

_Link Trust  and _Link Energy  fields measure the link trust and link energy of the route, 

respectively. 

RTab is a five-tuple , , _ , , _Source Hops Link Availability Path Sequence No  . Hops  field 

stores the hops from source to the Sink. _Link Availability  denotes the availability of the route. 

Trust table is a two-tuples ,id Value   which expresses the trust value of neighbor id  is Value . 

In addition, each node i  still needs to save its energy residual 
i

E  and optimization flag 
i

OF . 

4.2.2 Route Discovery 

In this section, we illustrate the route discovery process referring to Fig. 1 based on ACO. In 

order to proactively maintain RTab, source node s  sends periodically LFA or DFA to its 

trusted neighbors, where ant’s Hops  field is set to allowable maximum value. 

If a LFA reaches an intermediate node j , it checks whether there exists an unexpired route 

to the Sink in RTab of node j  firstly. If there is an unexpired route, the first entity in RTab is 

selected and the LFA is transformed into a corresponding BA to return s . Otherwise, the LFA 

is sent to the trusted neighbors of node j . If a DFA reaches an intermediate node j , it is sent 

to the trusted neighbors of node j  immediately. Once LFA or DFA reaches the Sink, it is 

transformed into a corresponding BA and sent back to s  along the discovered route. When 

BA hops from node i  to node j  on the way to s , B-iTRP will perform two operations. 

Firstly, B-iTRP senses 
i

E  and 
ji

T , and then calculates the _Link Trust  and _Link Energy  as 

follows. 
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_ ,    if , 0

,           0,             if 0
_

L T T T TS j ji ji

S j T Tji
L T

  
 


                                                    (3) 

 

_ ,    if , 0

,           0,             if E 0
_

L E E E ES i j j

S j Ej
L E

  
 


                                                   (4) 

where 
0

T  and 
0

E  are constants, 
ji

T  is the trust of node j  respect to node i , 
,

_
S j

L T  and 

,
_

S j
L E  denote the _Link Trust  and _Link Energy  from node j  to Sink , respectively. 

Secondly, B-iTRP assesses the availability of route , , ,j i Sink  as narrated in section 4.2.3. 

If the availability value is larger than a specific threshold 
,

H
A Lower

T , the route will be inserted 

in the proper positions in RTab of node j . Otherwise, the BA will be killed and the route will 

be discarded. In addition, if the availability value is larger than a specific threshold 
,

H
A Upper

T , 

the optimization flag 
j

OF  will be set to TRUE  for a period of time 
0

T . 

This process will be repeated until the BA returns to s  (i.e. the route discovery is over). 

4.2.3 Route Assessment 

In this section, we propose the route assessment based on PO. From paper [20], the flux 

through each plasmodial tube follows 
4 ( ) ( )

=
8

ij i j ij i j ij ij

ij

ij ij ij

r P P D P P D P
Q

L L L





  
                                                     (5) 

where P P
ij i j

P    is the pressure difference of two ends of the tube,   is the viscosity of the 

fluid, 4= / 8ij ijD r   is a measure of the conductivity of the tube, and 
ijL  is the length of the tube. 

Since PO comes from fluid dynamics and cannot be directly used in MWSNs, we should 

discuss how to migrate equations (5) to MWSNs. Because 
ijD  is an inherent physical 

characteristic of tubes, we replace 
ijD  with the _

ij
Link Trust  which is a measure of wireless 

link characteristic. Since we are apt to consider the hops of two nodes rather than their 

Euclidean distance in MWSNs, we use the hops 
ij

H  from node i  to node j  to replace 
ij

L . If 

flux (fluid or data packet) wishes to migrate from source to destination passing by other two 

nodes, the fluid tends to flow through the node with lower pressure in fluid dynamics, while 

data packet wishes to be relayed by the node with enough energy. Thus, we replace 
ij

P  with 

_
ij

Link Energy . Using (5), we obtain 

_ _ij ij ij ij

ij

ij ij

D P L T L E
Q

L H

 
                                                               (6) 

where 
ijQ  is the virtual flux of communication through the wireless link ( , )e i j . We use 

equation (6) to calculate the availability value of the route, which is used for route decision in 

route discovery as narrated in section 4.2.2. 
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4.2.4 Route Optimization 

If source node wishes to send data packet to the Sink, it will select the first entity in its RTab as 

the route. When data packet passes through an intermediate node j  on the way to the Sink, it 

checks the optimization flag 
j

OF . If TRUE
j

OF   and the first entity in RTab of node j  is not 

the same as the corresponding route in data packet, the data packet will be transmitted along 

the first route in RTab of node j . This optimization process will be iterated in each 

intermediate node until the data packet reaches the Sink. 

4.2.5 Route Maintenance 

Route maintenance handles routing failures especially caused by node mobility or breakdown 

which is very common in MWSNs. If the route failure happens, B-iTRP will check the RTab 

and delete the records relating to the failure nodes. If there are still one or more records in the 

RTab of damaged node, the first record will be chosen from the remaining records as the 

alternative route. Then, the transmission is going on and a notification ant is sent to source to 

update RTab of each node on the route. If there is no record in the RTab of damaged node, the 

route will recover after a period of time because proactive routing is adopted, and then the 

transmission is going on and a notification ant is sent to source. More complicated methods 

can be adopted to deal with route failure, such as sending source node a message to initiate a 

new procedure of route discovery. However, a simple waiting for next period of time is 

adopted in B-iTRP to alleviate the overhead. 

4.3 Dicussion 

In this section, we discuss two problems which affect B-iTRP’s performance significantly. 

The first problem is why to set LFA and DFA? If all ants in B-iTRP are LFAs, the nodes far 

from the Sink always get the second-hand routes since LFA will return once it reaches a node 

with route to the Sink. Thus, the nodes far from the Sink may suffer from dilemma of expired 

routes. Therefore, B-iTRP sets LFA and DFA, and sends them in different periods, e.g. 

sending one time DFA every sending five times LFAs. The second problem is how to avoid 

resonance of ants, which will take place if adjacent nodes send forward ants simultaneously. 

B-iTRP deals with this problem in three conditions—1) in network initial stage, each node 

select a time /
p

T   to send ants after it starts; 2) if a new node joins in MWSNs, it select a time 

/
p

T   to send ants after receiving an ant from other nodes; 3) if a sending node is collided with 

other ants, it postpones its sending for /
p

T  , where 
p

T  is sending period and 

{2,3, 4,5,6,7,8,9}   . 

5. Simulation Results and Analysis 

We analyze B-iTRP in Network Simulator ns-2 (version 2.34) and compare its simulation 

results with those of AODV, AntHocNet and TGRP using IEEE 802.11a. In the base 

simulation scenario, the Sink node is placed in the center of a rectangular area of 

1500m 300m , and 100 nodes are uniformly placed in the area and move according to the 

random way mobility model (RWP) [26]. In the model, each node moves towards a random 

direction at a speed uniformly distributed [0, 20m/s]. Once a node reaches a target position, it 

pauses for resting 3s to send or transmit data packet, and then moves forward in the same way. 
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The simulation is run for 900s each time. The data traffic is generated by 20 constant bit rate 

(CBR) sources with sending rates of single 64-bytes every 3s. The radio propagation range and 

data rate are set to 250m and 2Mbit/s, respectively. We run each simulation scenario 10 times 

to acquire the average values of results and compare them. 

  First of all, we give brief descriptions of performance measurement metrics to understand 

the simulation results easily. Delay expresses the average time interval that data packets are 

successfully delivered to Sink under specific routing protocol and simulation scenario in a 

period of time. Delivery ratio denotes the ratio of the number of the successfully delivered data 

packets to the number of total data packets. Overhead denotes the ratio of the number of 

control data packets to the number of total data packets. Ratio of malicious nodes denotes the 

ratio of the number of malicious nodes to the number of total nodes. Dead nodes denote the 

number of nodes which cannot work. 

Fig. 3 shows end-to-end delay vs. number of nodes when the ratio of malicious nodes is 

10%. Since AODV is on-demand protocol, its end-to-end delay is the worst of the four 

protocols. Because AntHocNet can proactively test existing paths and explore new ones 

during the course of communication session, its end-to-end delay is better than that of AODV. 

Since both B-iTRP and TGRP can deal with malicious nodes, their end-to-end delays are 

much better than those of AODV and AntHocNet. In addition, the end-to-end delay of B-iTRP 

is better than that of TGRP because B-iTRP adopts proactive routing and local route 

optimization. 
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Fig. 3. Delay vs. number of nodes 

 

Fig. 4 shows end-to-end delivery ratio vs. number of nodes when the ratio of malicious 

nodes is 10%. In the first stage, each delivery ratio increases rapidly with the increase of the 

number of nodes. After the number of nodes reaches a specific value, e.g. 100 for B-iTRP, the 

delivery ratio will keep a stable value approximately. Since B-iTRP and TGRP adopt trust 

mechanism, their delivery ratios are similar and greater than those of AODV and AntHocNet. 

Fig. 5 shows overhead vs. number of nodes when the ratio of malicious nodes is 10%. Since 

AODV is a purely reactive and AntHocNet is hybrid, their control overheads are the least and 

the second least in the four protocols, respectively. However, their control overheads increase 

rapidly with the increase of the number of nodes. Since B-iTRP needs to periodically send out 

forward ants and deal with neighbors’ trusts, its control overhead is greater than that of TGRP 

which only needs to deal with trust. However, the difference of control overhead is reduced 

with the increase of the number of nodes because B-iTRP adopts the mechanism of LFA and 

DFA. 
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Fig. 4. Delivery ratio vs. number of nodes 
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Fig. 5. Overhead vs. number of nodes 

 

Fig. 6 shows end-to-end delay vs. ratio of malicious nodes. Since AODV and AntHocNet 

cannot deal with attacks from malicious nodes, their end-to-end delay increases with the 

increase of malicious nodes, and the increment is larger and larger. Since both B-iTRP and 

TGRP can deal with malicious nodes, their end-to-end delays are similar. What is more, the 

end-to-end delay of B-iTRP is better than that of TGRP since B-iTRP adopts proactive routing 

and local route optimization. 

Fig. 7 shows delivery ratio vs. ratio of malicious nodes. Each delivery ratio decreases 

gradually with the increase of the ratio of malicious nodes, and the decrement is greater and 

greater. In the first stage, each delivery ratio decreases little with the increase of the ratio of 

malicious nodes. After the ratio of malicious nodes reaches a specific value, e.g. 30 for AODV 

and AntHocNet, the two delivery ratios will decrease rapidly. Since B-iTRP and TGRP adopt 

trust mechanism, their delivery ratios are similar and decrease slowly. 

Fig. 8 shows dead nodes vs. simulation time when the ratio of malicious nodes is 10%. Once 

the simulation time is over 300s, dead nodes will emerge for AODV, AntHocNet and TGRP. 

Since the control overhead of AODV is the lowest in AODV, AntHocNet and TGRP, its dead 

nodes is the least in the three protocols. Similarly, the dead nodes of AntHocNet and TGRP are 

the second least and the most, respectively. Moreover, B-iTRP considers the energy of routes, 

thus its dead nodes is the least in the four protocols. 
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Fig. 6. Delay vs. ratio of malicious nodes 
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Fig. 7. Delivery ratio vs. ratio of malicious nodes 
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Fig. 8. Dead nodes vs. simulation time 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we present B-iTRP, a trusted source routing protocol based on AIS, ACO and 

PO. On the one hand, B-iTRP uses AIS to assess neighbors’ trusts in real time, where the 

original neighbor’s behavior information is acquired by monitoring. On the other hand, 
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B-iTRP proactively finds routes to the Sink based on ACO firstly; then B-iTRP calculates the 

trust and energy of discovered route based on the information obtained by cross-layer 

perception; finally, B-iTRP assesses the availability of discovered route based on PO. In fact, 

B-iTRP is devoted to combing the advantages of AIS, ACO and PO to improve the routing 

performance.  

In future work, we consider introducing actual mobility model into B-iTRP to make it 

further fit in with real MWSNs environment. Furthermore, we will realize the B-iTRP from 

the engineering and use it in some real-world experiments to further test the feasibility of 

B-iTRP. 
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